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J/psi suppression at forward rapidity in Au plus Au collisions at root
s(NN)=200 GeV
Abstract
Heavy quarkonia are observed to be suppressed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions relative to their production
in p + p collisions scaled by the number of binary collisions. In order to determine if this suppression is related
to color screening of these states in the produced medium, one needs to account for other nuclear
modifications including those in cold nuclear matter. In this paper, we present new measurements from the
PHENIX 2007 data set of J/psi yields at forward rapidity (1.2 < vertical bar y vertical bar < 2.2) in Au + Au
collisions at root s(NN) = 200 GeV. The data confirm the earlier finding that the suppression of J/. at forward
rapidity is stronger than at midrapidity, while also extending the measurement to finer bins in collision
centrality and higher transverse momentum (p(T)). We compare the experimental data to the most recent
theoretical calculations that incorporate a variety of physics mechanisms including gluon saturation, gluon
shadowing, initial-state parton energy loss, cold nuclear matter breakup, color screening, and charm
recombination. We find J/psi suppression beyond cold-nuclear-matter effects. However, the current level of
disagreement between models and d + Au data precludes using these models to quantify the hot-nuclear-
matter suppression.
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J/ψ SUPPRESSION AT FORWARD RAPIDITY IN Au . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 84, 054912 (2011)
Heavy quarkonia are observed to be suppressed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions relative to their production
in p + p collisions scaled by the number of binary collisions. In order to determine if this suppression is related
to color screening of these states in the produced medium, one needs to account for other nuclear modifications
including those in cold nuclear matter. In this paper, we present new measurements from the PHENIX 2007 data
set of J/ψ yields at forward rapidity (1.2 < |y| < 2.2) in Au + Au collisions at √s
NN
= 200 GeV. The data
confirm the earlier finding that the suppression of J/ψ at forward rapidity is stronger than at midrapidity, while
also extending the measurement to finer bins in collision centrality and higher transverse momentum (pT ). We
compare the experimental data to the most recent theoretical calculations that incorporate a variety of physics
mechanisms including gluon saturation, gluon shadowing, initial-state parton energy loss, cold nuclear matter
breakup, color screening, and charm recombination. We find J/ψ suppression beyond cold-nuclear-matter effects.
However, the current level of disagreement between models and d + Au data precludes using these models to
quantify the hot-nuclear-matter suppression.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.84.054912 PACS number(s): 25.75.Dw
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy quarkonia have long been proposed as a sensitive
probe of the color screening length and deconfinement in
the quark-gluon plasma [1]. The picture that was originally
proposed is complicated by other competing effects that
modify quarkonia production and survival in cold and hot
nuclear matter. The large suppression of J/ψ in Pb + Pb
collisions at √s
NN
= 17.2 GeV measured by the NA50
experiment indicated suppression beyond that projected from
cold-nuclear-matter effects and led to the initial conclusion
that color screening was the dominant mechanism [2–4]. The
expectation was that at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC), where higher energy densities and temperatures are
created, the J/ψ suppression would be stronger and turn on in
even more peripheral collisions. However, measurements from
the PHENIX experiment’s 2004 data set in Au + Au collisions
at
√
s
NN
= 200 GeV revealed that the centrality-dependent
nuclear modification factor RAA at midrapidity was the same
within statistical and systematic uncertainties as the NA50
result [5–7]. In addition, for central collisions (Npart  100)
the suppression was measured to be larger at forward rapidity
(1.2 < |y| < 2.2) compared with midrapidity [5]. This is
opposite to the expectation that the suppression should be less
at forward rapidity, where the energy density is lower.
The initial estimates of cold-nuclear-matter (CNM) effects
in the NA50 Pb + Pb data were based on p + A measurements
[8] at higher collision energies. More recently, measurements
of J/ψ production in p + A collisions at √s
NN
= 17.2 GeV
made by NA60 have shown that CNM effects are stronger
than the initial estimates, due to a substantially larger J/ψ
effective breakup cross section [9]. This resulted in a reduction
of the estimated suppression due to possible hot-nuclear-matter
effects from ∼50% to ∼25%, relative to cold-nuclear-matter
effects. Based on a systematic study of the energy dependence
[10] the breakup cross section is expected to be much smaller
at the higher RHIC energies, leading to smaller overall CNM
effects. Thus it now seems that at RHIC the suppression
beyond CNM effects at midrapidity could be higher than the
suppression observed in the NA50 results, as one would expect
*Deceased.
†PHENIX Spokesperson: jacak@skipper.physics.sunysb.edu
due to the higher energy density. However, why the observed
suppression at RHIC is stronger at forward rapidity than at
midrapidity remains a question.
Since that first PHENIX measurement, many alternative
explanations have been proposed which require rigorous
confrontation with the full set of experimental measurements.
In this paper, we detail the measurement of forward rapidity
J/ψ yields and modifications in Au + Au collisions at √s
NN
=
200 GeV from data taken by the PHENIX experiment in 2007.
The data set is more than three times larger than the earlier
published 2004 data set. In addition, significant improvements
in our understanding of the detector performance and signal
extraction have led to a reduction in systematic uncertainties.
We present details of this analysis as well as comparisons
with theoretical calculations that have been used in attempts
to explain the earlier data in terms of competing mechanisms.
II. DATA ANALYSIS
The PHENIX experiment is described in detail in [11]. For
the forward rapidity J/ψ data analysis presented here, the
PHENIX experiment utilizes one global detector, the beam-
beam counter (BBC), for event centrality characterization and
z-vertex determination, and two muon spectrometers (north
and south) for measuring J/ψ yields via the dimuon decay
channel. The BBC is described in detail in [12]. It comprises
two arrays of 64 quartz ˇCerenkov counters that detect charged
particles within the pseudorapidity range 3.0 < |η| < 3.9. The
BBC is also used as the primary level-1 trigger for Au + Au
minimum-bias events. The two muon spectrometers, described
in detail in [13], comprise an initial hadronic absorber followed
by three sets of cathode strip chambers in a magnetic field,
referred to as the muon tracker (MuTr). Finally, there are five
planes of active Iarocci tubes interleaved with additional steel
absorber plates, referred to as the muon identifier (MuID).
The muon spectrometers measure J/ψ yields over the rapidity
range 1.2 < |y| < 2.2.
The PHENIX data-acquisition system is capable of record-
ing minimum-bias Au + Au collisions at high rates (>5 kHz)
with a data archival rate in excess of 600 MB/s. During
the 2007 Au + Au run at √s
NN
= 200 GeV, the experiment
recorded 82% of all collisions where the minimum bias level-1
trigger fired. Therefore no additional muon-specific trigger
054912-3
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was necessary. After making data quality cuts to remove runs
where there were significant detector performance variations,
we analyzed 3.6 × 109 minimum-bias Au + Au events. The
BBC level-1 trigger used as the minimum-bias trigger for
Au + Au events required at least two hits in each of the BBC
arrays and a fast-reconstructed z vertex within ±30 cm of
the nominal center of the detector. An additional selection
for our minimum-bias definition in offline reconstruction
includes a requirement of at least one neutron hit in each
of our zero-degree calorimeters. This removes a 1%–2%
background event contamination in the peripheral event sam-
ple. The minimum-bias definition corresponds to 92% ± 3%
of the inelastic Au + Au cross section [5]. We further catego-
rize the events in terms of centrality classes by comparing the
combined north and south BBC charge to a negative binomial
distribution for the number of produced particles within the
BBC acceptance combined with a Glauber model of the
collision [14]. For each centrality category, the mean number
of participating nucleons (Npart), the mean number of binary
collisions (Ncoll), the impact parameter (b), and their associated
systematic uncertainties are shown in Table I.
From this minimum-bias data sample, we reconstruct
muon candidates by finding tracks that penetrate through all
layers of the MuID, then matching to tracks in the MuTr.
The requirement of the track penetrating the full absorber
material through the MuID significantly reduces the hadron
contribution. However, there is a small probability of order
∼1/1000 for a charged hadron to penetrate the material
without suffering a hadronic interaction. This is referred to
as a punch-through hadron. Additionally, the current muon
spectrometer cannot reject most muons that originate from
charged pions and kaons which decay before the absorber
TABLE I. Mean Npart, mean Ncoll, impact parameter values, and
systematic uncertainties in each centrality category.
Centrality (%) 〈Npart〉 〈Ncoll〉 〈b〉 (fm)
0–5 350.8 ± 3.1 1067.0 ± 107.7 2.3 ± 0.1
5–10 301.7 ± 4.7 857.8 ± 85.5 3.9 ± 0.1
10–15 255.7 ± 5.4 680.2 ± 67.3 5.2 ± 0.2
15–20 216.4 ± 5.6 538.7 ± 52.4 6.1 ± 0.2
20–25 182.4 ± 5.7 424.4 ± 40.4 7.0 ± 0.3
25–30 152.7 ± 5.9 330.9 ± 32.7 7.7 ± 0.3
30–35 126.8 ± 5.9 254.7 ± 25.8 8.4 ± 0.3
35–40 104.2 ± 5.8 193.1 ± 20.7 9.0 ± 0.3
40–45 84.6 ± 5.6 143.9 ± 16.5 9.6 ± 0.4
45–50 67.7 ± 5.4 105.4 ± 13.5 10.2 ± 0.4
50–55 53.2 ± 5.0 75.2 ± 10.5 10.7 ± 0.4
55–60 41.0 ± 4.5 52.5 ± 8.2 11.2 ± 0.4
60–65 30.8 ± 3.9 35.7 ± 6.1 11.7 ± 0.5
65–70 22.6 ± 3.4 23.8 ± 4.7 12.2 ± 0.5
70–75 16.1 ± 2.8 15.4 ± 3.3 12.6 ± 0.5
75–80 11.2 ± 2.2 9.7 ± 2.3 13.1 ± 0.5
80–92 5.6 ± 0.8 4.2 ± 0.8 13.9 ± 0.5
0–20 280.5 ± 4.6 783.2 ± 77.5 4.4 ± 0.2
20–40 141.5 ± 5.8 300.8 ± 29.6 8.0 ± 0.3
40–60 61.6 ± 5.1 94.2 ± 12.0 10.4 ± 0.4
60–92 14.4 ± 2.1 14.5 ± 2.8 13.0 ± 0.5
in front of the MuTr. Pairs of muon candidate tracks are
selected and a combined fit is performed with the collision
z vertex from the BBC. We apply various cuts to enhance the
signal-to-background ratio for the muon track pairs, including
cuts on the individual track χ2 values, the matching between
position and direction vectors of the MuID track and the MuTr
track projected to the front of the MuID, and finally the track
pair and BBC z-vertex combined fit χ2vtx.
We then calculate the invariant mass of all muon candidate
unlike-charged-sign pairs in various bins in rapidity, pT , and
centrality. Due to the high particle multiplicity in Au + Au
events, there is a significant background under the J/ψ peak.
In the 0%–5% most central Au + Au collisions, within the
mass window around the J/ψ (2.6 < M [GeV/c2] <3.6)
the signal to background is of order 2.9% in the south
muon spectrometer and 0.7% in the north muon spectrometer
(which has a different geometric acceptance and signifi-
cantly higher occupancy). The background comprises two
components. First, there is the combinatorial background
from uncorrelated track pairs. Second, there is a correlated
background from physical sources including semileptonic
decays of open charm pairs [e.g., D0 + D0 → (K−μ+νμ) +
(K+μ−νμ), open beauty pair decays, and Drell-Yan]. The
combinatorial background is estimated and subtracted by using
event mixing to recreate the background from uncorrelated
pairs. In this procedure, pairs are created from different Au +
Au events within the same category in Au + Au centrality
and BBC collision z vertex. The mixed-event invariant-mass
distributions are calculated for unlike-sign and like-sign
pairs. We treat the real-event like-sign pairs as being purely
from combinatorial background, since the contribution of the
above-mentioned correlated physical background is negligible
relative to the combinatorial background. Thus, we determine
the mixed-event normalization for the unlike-sign case by
calculating the normalization factor between the mixed-
event and real-event like-sign counts. We have confirmed
that the mixed-event and real-event like-sign invariant-mass
distributions match over the full mass range used in the
analysis.
The total J/ψ counts recorded in all Au + Au collisions are
∼9100 and ∼4900 in the south and north muon spectrometers,
respectively. Figure 1 shows two examples of unlike-sign
invariant-mass distributions before (upper panels) and after
(lower panels) mixed-event combinatorial background sub-
traction. The measured J/ψ yield is derived from the sub-
tracted spectrum by fitting to the data the line shape of the J/ψ ,
as determined in p + p collisions [15], and an exponential for
the remaining correlated physical background. Note that in
the pT bins above 2 GeV/c, there is some small acceptance
for the ρ, ω, and φ and thus these additional components
are included in the fit. At low pT , the acceptance goes to
zero for low invariant masses due to the required minimum
momentum for each muon to penetrate the MuID and the
angular acceptance of the spectrometer. This is accounted for
by folding the fit function with an acceptance function that
is calculated from Monte Carlo simulation and which goes
to zero at small invariant mass, as expected. We perform a
set of fits where we vary the invariant-mass range, the line
shape of the J/ψ , and the normalization of the mixed-event
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FIG. 1. (Color online) For the two indicated centrality bins and transverse momentum ranges (top panels) muon spectrometer unlike-sign
invariant-mass distributions from same-event pairs (black, solid) and mixed-event pairs (red, dashed) and (bottom panels) corresponding
unlike-sign invariant-mass distributions after mixed-event combinatorial-background subtraction. The curves in the bottom panels are fits
resulting from using three different mass ranges for the signal extraction.
sample by ±2% to determine the mean extracted J/ψ signal
and systematic uncertainty from the rms values of the different
results. Note that any bin where the extracted signal is of less
than one standard deviation significance (including statistical
and systematic uncertainties) is quoted as a 90% confidence
level upper limit (CLUL) based on Poisson statistics.
We also estimated the combinatorial background using the
like-sign method, i.e., N comb+− = 2
√
N++ × N−−. In this case
there is no event mixing, and the background is estimated
purely from same-event like-sign pairs (instead of mixed-event
pairs). The two methods agree over most of the centrality
range; however, for the more central events the like-sign
method results in somewhat lower extracted counts (∼10%).
We take the average of the two signal extraction methods
and assign an additional systematic uncertainty due to the
difference, although for peripheral bins it is a negligible
difference.
We then calculate the J/ψ invariant yield for each centrality
bin and also in bins in pT by the following equation:
Bμμ
2πpT
d2N
dpT dy
= 1
2πpT 
pT 
y
NJ/ψ
ANEVT
, (1)
where Bμμ is the branching fraction of J/ψ to muons, NJ/ψ
is the measured J/ψ yield, NEVT is the number of events in
the relevant Au + Au centrality category, A is the detector
geometric acceptance times efficiency, and 
pT and 
y are
the bin widths in pT and y. For the pT -integrated bins, we
similarly calculate BμμdN/dy = NJ/ψ/(ANEVT 
y).
We calculate A to correct for the geometric acceptance of
the detector and the inefficiencies of the MuTr and MuID, the
track finding algorithm, and occupancy-related effects in the
Au + Au environment. This is done by propagating PYTHIA-
generated J/ψ through the PHENIX GEANT-3 [16] detector
simulation and embedding the resulting hits into real events.
The events are then reconstructed using the identical analysis
as for real data, and the ratio is taken between reconstructed and
embedded J/ψ . The resulting A as a function of centrality is
shown in Fig. 2 for both the north and south muon arms. The
effect of the detector occupancy can be seen for more central
events, as well as the higher occupancy and resulting lower
efficiency in the north arm.
Only statistical uncertainties from the detector simulation
are shown. In addition, a systematic uncertainty arises from
determination of the reconstruction efficiency in central events.
When the centrality-dependent efficiencies are plotted as a
function of detector occupancy, both muon arms follow the
same efficiency curve. Consequently, any differences in the
final invariant yields between the two arms provide a good
check of the efficiency calculation. These differences are small
and are accounted for in the systematic uncertainties. We
also compare the above embedding study with one where
“golden” real-data J/ψs from p + p events are embedded
into Au + Au underlying events and the relative efficiency as
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Acceptance times efficiency as a function
of centrality for the north and south arms.
a function of centrality is again reflected in the systematic
uncertainties.
The acceptance and efficiency as a function of pT is
relatively flat, with a modest 20% decrease from pT =
0 to pT ∼2.5 GeV/c2, followed by a rise. The behavior
is essentially the same across centralities, with the only
difference being the absolute scale of A.
We calculate the invariant yields separately from the two
muon spectrometers, and then combine the values for the final
results. We take the weighted average based on the statistical
uncertainties and those systematic uncertainties which are un-
correlated between the two measurements. The final averaged
result is assigned the uncorrelated (reduced by the averaging)
and correlated systematic uncertainties. In addition, it was
found that the invariant yields from the two spectrometers
disagree beyond their independent uncertainties, and a 5%
systematic was added to account for the difference.
III. RESULTS
The final J/ψ invariant yields in 5%-wide centrality bins
(integrated over all pT ) are listed in Table II, and those as a
function of pT in broader 20%-wide centrality bins are listed
in Table III.
The nuclear modification factor RAA compares J/ψ pro-
duction in A + A with binary-collision-scaled p + p reactions
and is calculated as
RAA = 1〈Ncoll〉
dNA+A/dy
dNp+p/dy
, (2)
where 〈Ncoll〉 is the mean number of binary collisions in the
centrality category of interest. The p + p results are from the
combined analysis of data taken in 2006 and 2008 as published
in [17]. The resulting forward rapidity RAA as a function of
Npart for J/ψ from Au + Au collisions is shown as red circles
in Fig. 3.
The systematic uncertainties are divided into three cate-
gories: type A are the point-to-point uncorrelated systematics,
type B are point-to-point correlated (or anticorrelated), and
type C are 100% correlated (i.e., share a common multiplica-
tive factor) among all of the points. The error bars in Figs. 3–10
represent the statistical and type A uncertainties added in
quadrature, the boxes represent the type B uncertainties, while
the type C systematics are included as text in the labels. The
type A uncertainties are the rms values of the various mass
fits as described above. The type B uncertainties on RAA
are dominated by uncertainties in Ncoll, uncertainties in the
TABLE II. J/ψ invariant yields BμμdN/dy at forward rapidity (1.2 < |y| < 2.2) vs Au + Au collision centrality. The statistical
uncertainties, the type A systematic uncertainties (point-to-point uncorrelated), and the type B systematic uncertainties (point-to-point
correlated) are shown. The type C (global) uncertainty for all points is 10.7%.
Centrality BμμdN/dy ± Statistical ± Type A +Type B −Type B Scale
(%) factor
0–5 1.25 0.27 0.11 0.24 0.12 ×10−4
5–10 9.12 2.46 0.13 1.15 0.81 ×10−5
10–15 9.37 1.66 0.71 1.01 0.95 ×10−5
15–20 9.16 1.24 0.48 1.08 1.08 ×10−5
20–25 7.11 0.98 0.29 0.64 0.64 ×10−5
25–30 7.85 0.74 0.29 0.64 0.64 ×10−5
30–35 6.14 0.57 0.28 0.49 0.49 ×10−5
35–40 5.43 0.45 0.14 0.52 0.52 ×10−5
40–45 5.07 0.37 0.15 0.39 0.39 ×10−5
45–50 3.49 0.28 0.07 0.30 0.30 ×10−5
50–55 2.76 0.21 0.07 0.21 0.21 ×10−5
55–60 2.85 0.17 0.04 0.21 0.21 ×10−5
60–65 1.64 0.14 0.03 0.12 0.12 ×10−5
65–70 1.17 0.10 0.01 0.09 0.09 ×10−5
70–75 9.49 0.85 0.11 0.73 0.73 ×10−6
75–80 6.79 0.69 0.14 0.51 0.51 ×10−6
80–92 3.43 0.29 0.04 0.26 0.26 ×10−6
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TABLE III. J/ψ invariant yields Bμμ d
3N
dpT
2dy
at forward rapidity
(1.2 < |y| < 2.2) vs pT in four bins of Au + Au collision centrality.
The statistical uncertainties, the type A systematic uncertainties
(point-to-point uncorrelated), and the type B systematic uncertainties
(point-to-point correlated) are shown. The type C (global) uncer-
tainties are 10%, 10%, 13%, and 19% for 0%–20%, 20%–40%,
40%–60%, and 60%–92% centrality, respectively. Bins in which
the J/ψ yield was less than the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainties are calculated as 90% confidence level upper limits
(CLUL).
Centrality pT Bμμd3N Statistical Type A Type B Scale
(%) (GeV/c) dpT 2dy (Gev/c)−2 factor
0–20 0–1 9.36 1.41 0.74 1.01 ×10−6
1–2 4.46 0.66 0.23 0.40 ×10−6
2–3 1.37 0.29 0.08 0.17 ×10−6
3–4 2.99 1.12 0.09 0.27 ×10−7
4–5 2.05 0.43 0.14 0.18 ×10−7
5–6 90% CLUL = 3.27 ×10−8
6–7 90% CLUL = 2.00 ×10−8
20–40 0–1 5.08 0.54 0.18 0.67 ×10−6
1–2 2.78 0.22 0.09 0.26 ×10−6
2–3 1.11 0.10 0.02 0.09 ×10−6
3–4 2.76 0.34 0.11 0.25 ×10−7
4–5 7.47 1.37 0.31 1.35 ×10−8
5–6 2.68 0.61 0.08 0.31 ×10−8
6–7 90% CLUL = 7.15 ×10−9
40–60 0–1 3.19 0.21 0.06 0.26 ×10−6
1–2 1.49 0.09 0.03 0.12 ×10−6
2–3 4.80 0.38 0.11 0.39 ×10−7
3–4 1.27 0.13 0.02 0.11 ×10−7
4–5 3.86 0.49 0.02 0.41 ×10−8
5–6 7.51 1.69 0.05 2.04 ×10−9
6–7 90% CLUL = 2.82 ×10−9
60–92 0–1 9.05 0.57 0.07 0.73 ×10−7
1–2 3.40 0.22 0.04 0.27 ×10−7
2–3 9.19 0.91 0.16 0.75 ×10−8
3–4 2.21 0.35 0.04 0.20 ×10−8
4–5 8.13 1.39 0.01 0.70 ×10−9
5–6 2.31 0.54 0.00 0.40 ×10−9
6–7 90% CLUL = 7.69 ×10−10
matching of Monte Carlo and real detector performance, dif-
ferences in signal extraction methods, and determination of the
occupancy-dependent efficiency in central Au + Au events.
The type C uncertainties are dominated by the normalization
in the p + p-invariant cross section measurement. Important
systematics on the invariant yields are listed in Table IV.
For comparison, in Fig. 3 we show as blue squares
our previously published midrapidity J/ψ RAA values from
data taken in 2004 [5]. The midrapidity measurement was
made in the PHENIX central spectrometers via the J/ψ
dielectron decay. There is no PHENIX updated measurement
at midrapidity from the 2007 data set due to significantly
increased conversion backgrounds from this engineering run of
the PHENIX Hadron Blind Detector [18]. The ratio of the new
forward rapidity data to the previously published midrapidity
data, shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3, is in agreement with
the previous result [5], where the latter led to speculation as to
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Measured J/ψ nuclear modification
factors RAA vs Npart. The lower panel shows the ratio of forward
rapidity (circles, red) to midrapidity (squares, blue) for the points
in the upper panel. The error bars represent the statistical and
uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, while the boxes represent the
point-to-point correlated systematics. The global scale systematic
uncertainties are indicated.
what mechanism could cause a narrower rapidity distribution
in Au + Au collisions than in p + p collisions.
We also calculate RAA as a function of pT , again using the
published 2006 and 2008 p + p data [17]. Shown in Fig. 4 are
the new results at forward rapidity along with the previously
published 2004 midrapidity results [5]. In some centrality bins
for pT > 5 GeV/c, we have no significant J/ψ signal in Au +
Au and thus can only quote a 90% confidence level upper limit
on RAA.
As there has been much recent interest in whether RAA as a
function of pT rises or falls, we have performed a simple linear
fit to RAA at forward rapidity over the full pT range and obtain
the following slope (m) values: m = +0.011 ± 0.018c/GeV
(0%–20% central), m = +0.065 ± 0.023c/GeV (20%–40%
central), m = +0.034 ± 0.033c/GeV (40%–60% central),
and m = −0.037 ± 0.053c/GeV (60%–92% central). The
quoted slope uncertainties are the quadrature sum of the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. Thus, only for the
20%–40% centrality bin is there a statistically significant
increase in RAA with pT .
IV. MODEL COMPARISONS
As previously mentioned, various theoretical models have
been proposed to explain the J/ψ suppression pattern
previously published [5]. Here we compare our measurements
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TABLE IV. Systematic uncertainties on dN/dy for central and
peripheral centrality categories.
Source Central Peripheral Type
Signal extraction 9.8% 1.3% A
Acceptance 3.4% 2.2% B
Occupancy efficiency 16.0% 0.0% B
Input y, pT distributions 4% 4% B
Difference between mixed event and 1.5% 0.6% B
like-sign background estimates
North-south arm agreement 5% 5% B
MuID efficiency 3.6% 2.8% B
with three calculations for the centrality and rapidity de-
pendence of the suppression. The first deals entirely with
initial-state effects, while the other two incorporate strong
final-state effects. Then we compare our measurements with
a simple cold-nuclear-matter-effect calculation extrapolated
to Au + Au collisions. Finally, we compare to a model
calculation for the pT dependence of RAA at forward rapidity.
In addition to the models discussed here, there are many
more models that only have a midrapidity prediction for J/ψ
production. Because this paper is focused on forward rapidity
J/ψ production, we have not included comparisons to those
models.
A. Gluon saturation
In the first model, by Kharzeev et al. [19], it is assumed that
the nuclear wave functions in very high energy nuclear colli-
sions can be described by the color glass condensate (CGC).
The primary effect is the suppression of J/ψ production
and narrowing of the rapidity distribution due to saturation
of the gluon fields in heavy-ion collisions relative to p + p
collisions. In addition, the production mechanism is modified
from p + p such that the multigluon exchange diagrams are
enhanced. It should be noted that this model does not include
any hot-medium effects, but it does have a free parameter for
the overall normalization factor for the Au + Au production,
which is fixed to match the midrapidity central collision J/ψ
suppression. Thus, the suppression trend with centrality and
the relative suppression between midrapidity and forward
rapidity are predicted, but not the overall level of suppression.
The resulting RAA values calculated using this model are
shown in Fig. 5. This model provides a reasonable description
of the data and in particular better matches the observed
larger suppression at forward rapidity than at midrapidity in
central events (RforwardAA /RmidAA ∼ 0.5). It is notable that this ratio
is essentially independent of centrality in their calculation,
whereas the experimental data show the relative suppression
approaching one in the most peripheral events. Additionally,
the calculation at midrapidity actually indicates a significant
enhancement (i.e., RAA > 1) for peripheral events with Npart <
50. This enhancement is related to a coherence effect of
double gluon exchange. However, the coherence predicts an
enhancement in d + Au collisions and RdAu at midrapid-
ity, and no such enhancement is seen in the experimental
data [17].
Recently, the appropriate normalization factor for the above
CGC calculation has been calculated [20,21]. Replacing the
normalization factor previously applied to match the theory to
the magnitude of the observed midrapidity suppression results
in a predicted CGC suppression that is approximately a factor
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Measured J/ψ RAA
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lated systematic uncertainties, while the boxes
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atic uncertainties. The global scale systematic
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Measured J/ψ RAA vs Npart from Fig. 3
and gluon saturation calculations [19]. The lower panel shows ratios
of forward to midrapidity points and curves from the upper panel.
The round (red) data points and dashed (red) curves are for forward
rapidity (1.2 < |y| < 2.2), while the square (blue) data points and
solid (blue) curves are for midrapidity (|y| < 0.35).
of 2 smaller than in the Au + Au data. This result suggests the
importance of additional hot-nuclear-matter effects.
B. Comover interaction
The second calculation comes from the comover interaction
model (CIM) [22,23]. This calculation uses a rate equation that
accounts for J/ψ breakup due to interactions with a dense
comoving final-state medium. Additionally, the contribution
from interactions with the spectator remnants is included. No
assumption is made about the nature of the comoving medium,
i.e., whether it is partonic or hadronic, only that it can be
represented by a comover density and comover-J/ψ cross
section σco, for which a value of 0.65 mb was found to match
the NA50 data and then used for the projection to Au + Au
at RHIC. The separate breakup cross section was taken to
be σbr = 4.5 mb. This value was taken from measurements
in p + A collisions at √s
NN
= 27.4/19.1 GeV at the CERN
SPS. Under the assumption that σbr is energy independent,
the value from those measurements was used until recently as
the cold-nuclear-matter reference for heavy-ion collisions at√
s
NN
= 17.2 GeV [2], as well as in [22] as the reference for√
s
NN
= 200 GeV at RHIC.
However, the effective breakup cross section has now been
shown to decrease significantly with collision energy [10]. In
fact, a recent measurement in p + A collisions at √s
NN
= 17.2
GeV [9] yielded a value of σbr = 7.6 ± 0.7 ± 0.6 mb with no
antishadowing correction, and σbr = 9.3 ± 0.7 ± 0.7 mb with
antishadowing corrected for using EKS98 nuclear modified
parton distribution functions (nPDFs). The value measured
in d + Au collisions at RHIC [15] is 2.8+1.7−1.4 mb after
shadowing correction using EKS98, somewhat smaller than
the 4.5 mb used in [22]. The corresponding calculation, shown
in Fig. 6 as the black, dot-dot-dashed curve, significantly
overestimated the suppression measured at midrapidity for
Au + Au collisions at √s
NN
= 200 GeV [5,7]. The suppression
is stronger than the SPS case mainly due to the larger comover
density calculated for RHIC.
An updated calculation [23] was then released that replaced
the constant breakup cross section with a Bjorken-x-dependent
function that goes to σbr = 0 mb at y = 0, while the
same σco = 0.65 mb was used for the comover interac-
tions as before. Additionally, a J/ψ regeneration component
was added that is normalized to the ratio of open charm
production squared to J/ψ production in p + p collisions.
These results are also included in Fig. 6. The suppression
from initial-state effects alone is much weaker at midrapidity
than the previous calculation, due to both the change in
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Measured J/ψ RAA vs Npart from
Fig. 3 compared to calculations within the comover interaction model
[22,23]. The lower panel shows ratios of forward to midrapidity points
and curves from the upper panel. The round (red) data points and thick
(red) curves are for forward rapidity (1.2 < |y| < 2.2), while the
square (blue) data points and thin (blue) curves are for midrapidity
(|y| < 0.35). The lowest dot-dot-dashed (black) curve is the older
CIM calculation [22] predicted from SPS data. The remaining curves
are from the more recent calculations [23], where the dot-dashed
curves are from shadowing alone, the dashed curves also include
dissociation in the comoving medium, and the solid curves are the
total effect after including J/ψs from regeneration.
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σbr, as well as an updated parametrization of shadowing
effects.
The CNM effects (i.e., shadowing and σbr) are much
stronger at forward rapidity than midrapidity, due in part to
the assertion that σbr is negligible at midrapidity. On the other
hand, the effects of comover dissociation and regeneration are
stronger at midrapidity. The combination of these three effects
leads to predictions which are overall very similar at forward
and midrapidity (as seen in the lower panel).
C. Quark-gluon plasma and hadronic gas
The third model we compare with is from Zhao and
Rapp [24,25]; it incorporates both a quark-gluon-plasma
(QGP) phase and a hadronic-gas phase. In this calculation,
they include two different models for CNM effects. In
the first case, J/ψ-nucleon breakup is calculated in the
usual Glauber formalism, in which shadowing plus anti-
shadowing are assumed to roughly cancel, such that the
overall shadowing effects are encapsulated in the breakup
cross section σbr. pT broadening is included via Gaussian
smearing. In the second case, nuclear shadowing is added
to the CNM effects. The rapidity-independent breakup cross
section and the pT broadening are handled as in the first
case.
The thermal dissociation is modeled via a Boltzmann
transport equation for both QGP and hadronic-gas phases. The
QGP is assumed to be an isentropically expanding cylindrical
fireball. J/ψ-medium interactions are assumed to stop at
a freeze-out temperature of 120 MeV. The final J/ψ pT
distribution is calculated by spatially integrating the final
phase-space distribution. For the regeneration component it
is assumed that the cc is thermally equilibrated with the
medium when it coalesces into a J/ψ . Consequently, the J/ψ
pT distribution is governed by a blast-wave equation for the
transverse flow velocity. The normalization of this component
is performed by plugging the initial charm densities into a
rate equation with both gain and loss terms and solving at the
freeze-out time.
The calculation results, using the second case for the
CNM effects, are shown in Fig. 7, along with the separate
dissociation and regeneration components. Though the second
cold-nuclear-matter case increases the suppression for more
central events compared to the first scenario, the difference
in the overall suppression between the two scenarios is
small. The qualitative trends of the calculation agree with
the experimental data; however, the calculated suppression
is very similar between forward and midrapidity, which is in
disagreement with the data.
It is noteworthy that the regeneration component is only
slightly larger at midrapidity in this model than at forward
rapidity. This is in contrast to other regeneration or recom-
bination calculations that result in a significant narrowing
of the J/ψ rapidity distribution in central Au + Au events
(see, for example, [28,29]). In simple calculations, the J/ψ
recombination contribution scales as the square of the local
charm density [(dNcc/dy)2] and thus there is substantially
less recombination at forward rapidity. This modeling also
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Measured J/ψ RAA vs Npart from Fig.
3 compared to calculations by Zhao and Rapp [24,25]. The lower
panel shows ratios of forward to midrapidity points and curves
from the upper panel. The round (red) data points and dashed (red)
curves are for forward rapidity (1.2 < |y| < 2.2), while the square
(blue) data points and solid (blue) curves are for midrapidity (|y| <
0.35). The calculations incorporate cold- and hot-nuclear-matter
suppression, as well as coalescence of cc pairs. The various curves
represent the different contributions or the total as indicated in the
legend.
leads to predictions of significantly larger recombination
enhancements at the LHC where charm production is much
larger. However, in this calculation [25] with a full space-
momentum distribution of charm pairs, the probability of a
charm quark from one cc pair recombining with an anticharm
quark from another cc pair is suppressed because they are
typically spatially separated, which is then maintained through
collective flow. Thus, their recombination is dominated by the
case where a cc is produced as a pair that would normally
not form a J/ψ but due to scattering in the medium have
a reinteraction and recombine. In this case, the regeneration
contribution has a rapidity dependence similar to that of the
directly produced J/ψ .
D. Shadowing-nuclear absorption and initial-state energy loss
In addition to the above three models, we use a frame-
work for calculating just the CNM effects and extrapolating
them to Au + Au collisions. We begin with the prescription
in [27] for d + Au collisions, which combines effects of
nPDFs using the EPS09 parametrization [26] with a rapidity-
independent J/ψ-nucleon breakup cross section σbr, along
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with the possibility of initial-state parton energy loss. We have
extended these calculations to the Au + Au case using the
identical code. The EPS09 nPDFs reflect only the modification
integrated over the nucleus. No information is available
about the impact-parameter dependence. In the calculations
presented here, the EPS09 modification is arbitrarily assumed
to have a linear dependence on the longitudinal integrated
nuclear thickness at the location of the nucleon-nucleon
collision.
Figure 8(a) shows the projected CNM effect from these
two contributions. The bands show the J/ψ results at (light,
green) midrapidity and (dark, magenta) forward rapidity from
all 31 EPS09 nPDF variations for σbr = 0, 3, 6, and 9 mb.
Note that a value of σbr greater than 6 mb (9 mb) is required
to approach the data at midrapidity (forward rapidity), but
the centrality dependence is still not reproduced. The lower
panels show ratios for forward to midrapidity data points
and all 31 EPS09 nPDFs for the four σbr. No combination
of these two effects reproduces the modification in the rapidity
shape for midcentral to central Au + Au collisions. One
reason for the modest rapidity dependence is that at forward
rapidity the J/ψ production results from one low-x gluon
(in the nPDF shadowing regime) and one high-x gluon (in
the nPDF antishadowing regime) and the two effects largely
cancel.
As discussed in [27], one can attempt to improve the CNM
calculation agreement with the d + Au data by including a
parametrization of initial-state parton energy loss. Figure 8(b)
shows results for all 31 EPS09 nPDF parametrizations and
the four σbr values with quadratic-length-dependent initial-
state parton energy loss that best matched the d + Au data.
The initial-state parton energy loss has a minimal effect
over this rapidity range, which is not unexpected since
the effect only becomes significant in d + Au for rapidity
y > 1.8.
We note that this CNM calculation does not give a full
description of the d + Au data, adding some uncertainty to
its use in Au + Au collisions. Nevertheless, it is informative
that the calculation clearly fails to simultaneously explain
the Au + Au data at forward and midrapidity. We observe
J/ψ suppression beyond that expected from the CNM effects
included in this calculation with the choice of a reasonable
value of 3.0–3.5 mb for σbr at RHIC.
E. pT dependence of the suppression
Most of the above calculations do not include predictions
for the J/ψ suppression as a function of transverse momen-
tum. However, the calculation of Zhao and Rapp [25] provides
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Measured J/ψ RAA vs Npart from Fig. 3 compared to EPS09 calculations [26], following the prescription in [17,27].
The lower panels show ratios of forward to midrapidity points and curves from the upper panels. The round (red) data points and darker
(magenta) curves are for forward rapidity (1.2 < |y| < 2.2), while the square (blue) data points and lighter (green) curves are for midrapidity
(|y| < 0.35). The calculations include cold-nuclear-matter effects (nPDF and σbr) (a) not including and (b) including initial-state parton energy
loss with a quadratic length dependence and a chosen strength that most closely matches the d + Au data, as detailed in [27]. The calculations
are for all 31 EPS09 [26] nPDF variations and the labeled value for σbr = 0, 3, 6, and 9 mb. See text for details, but note in the lower panels that
for all cases the various σbr values result in (a) less than 10% or (b) less than 20% differences between forward and midrapidity modifications,
whereas the data ratios indicate considerably larger differences.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Measured J/ψ RAA
vs pT for the four indicated centrality bins at for-
ward rapidity, as in Fig. 4. The curves are model
calculations by Zhao and Rapp from [24,25],
which incorporate cold- and hot-nuclear-matter
suppression as well as coalescence of cc pairs.
nuclear modification factors at both midrapidity and forward
rapidity as a function of pT . Shown in Fig. 9 are the results
compared with our experimental data. Their calculations
indicate a moderate rise in RAA versus pT predominantly
due to the Cronin effect [32]. In fact, in other recombination
models the enhancement is limited to low pT [28], and
in this calculation the recombination contribution drops off
beyond pT  3 GeV/c. At low pT in the most central bin, the
suppression from this calculation is too weak by up to a factor
of 2.
More recently, Zhao and Rapp [30,31] have modified this
calculation to include feed-down from B mesons and a reduced
suppression at higher pT due to the longer formation time of
the preresonance state to the J/ψ from time dilation. These
contributions serve to increase RAA at higher pT compared
to the previous calculation and are compared to the forward
rapidity data in Fig. 10. The current lack of statistics in
the data at pT > 5 GeV/c precludes a confirmation of this
effect.
It should also be noted that, in the new calculation by Zhao
and Rapp, CNM effects are handled differently than in the
earlier calculation. An effective breakup cross section of 3.5
(5.5) mb at y = 0 (1.7) is used to account for the combined
effects of shadowing and breakup. These effective cross
sections are obtained from comparison with recent PHENIX
d + Au data. They argue that the larger effective breakup
cross section at forward rapidity is most likely associated with
shadowing effects, and thus it causes a suppression of the
number of charm pairs relative to midrapidity. Therefore, the
additional effective absorption at forward rapidity is associated
with a reduction in the yields of open charm as well as the
J/ψ , thereby also reducing the J/ψ regeneration contribution.
It is important to note that the resulting hot-nuclear-matter
suppression in this calculation is very similar at midrapidity
and forward rapidity. The new calculation produces a forward
rapidity to midrapidity RAA ratio of about 0.7 in central
collisions, which is in better agreement with the data. This
is due almost entirely to including cold-nuclear-matter effects
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Measured J/ψ RAA vs pT for 0%–20%
centrality at forward rapidity. The curves are from more recent
calculations by Zhao and Rapp [30,31].
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with a strong rapidity dependence, as reflected in the d + Au
data. A second model of interest to the pT dependence of
J/ψ production is the so-called hot-wind model [33]. This
model predicts a decrease in J/ψ RAA at higher pT in
semicentral events, based on a modification of the screening
length due to the relative velocity between the J/ψ and
the medium. However, there is no quantitative calculation
available at forward rapidities, and there is no evidence
for such an effect in the pT range covered by the present
data.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented new and more precise measurements
of J/ψ nuclear modification at forward rapidity in Au + Au
collisions at √s
NN
= 200 GeV. The results confirm our earlier
published findings of a larger suppression at forward compared
with midrapidity. This, combined with the similar suppression
of J/ψ at midrapidity between RHIC and lower energy
measurements, remains an outstanding puzzle in terms of a
full theoretical description.
Due to the lack of a comprehensive and consistent un-
derstanding of the numerous cold-nuclear-matter effects and
their extrapolation to nucleus-nucleus collisions, extracting a
quantitative measurement of the hot-nuclear-matter effects is
not possible at the present time. However, it is clear that part of
the observed suppression is attributable to hot-nuclear-matter
effects, as the suppression in Au + Au collisions is larger
than predicted by the current models of CNM effects. It
will be useful for all calculations to include the transverse
momentum dependence for future comparisons, especially as
the experimental uncertainties, particularly at high pT , will
only improve in the future.
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